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Dear Reader,
As an editor and publishing manager, I’ve seen a
few ups and downs in SAP’s product strategy: times
when new products were released in large numbers,
and times of consolidation when opportunity to
publish was sparse.
I can’t remember a time, though, that saw such sustainable growth
and genuinely exciting output from SAP as we are seeing right now.
Flip through our catalog, and you’ll see what I mean. A few examples:
SAP HANA and SAP Solution Manager, both proven and established
pillars of technology, are being rolled out in new releases. Check page
6 for our new book on HANA security, and page 13 for our all-new
practical guide to Solution Manager.
At the same time, SAP is rolling out the next generation of their business solutions: From customer engagement with SAP Hybris (page 30),
to advanced planning with IBP (page 21), major building blocks of the
enterprise are moving to the cloud.
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At SAP PRESS, our job is to provide you with guidance in these exciting
times. Let us know how we are doing!
Happy reading!
Florian Zimniak
Publishing Director, Rheinwerk Publishing
florianz@rheinwerk-publishing.com

Contact us

The SAP PRESS newsletter

Our customer service team is available Monday
through Friday from 9am to 5pm EST.

Subscribe to our newsletter for special deals,
coupons, and all the latest SAP news!

info@rheinwerk-publishing.com
1-781-228-5070 ext. 200
2 Heritage Drive, Suite 305
Quincy, MA 02171
USA

sap-press.com/newsletter/subscribe

Join our community
facebook.com/sappress
twitter.com/sappress

www.sap-press.com

linkedin.com/company/sap-press

Save 10% on your next purchase!
To help you grow your SAP PRESS library, we are giving you an extra savings to use on your
next purchase. Enter this code upon checkout at sap-press.com to save an additional 10%!
* Coupon expires September 30, 2017. Not applicable to pre-orders or annual subscriptions. Coupons and offers cannot be
combined or applied to previous purchases. Other restrictions apply.
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Top 10 SAP PRESS Bestsellers
Baumgartl, Chaadaev, Choi, Dudgeon, Lahiri,
Meijerink, Worsley-Tonks

Anup Maheshwari

Implementing SAP S/4HANA
Finance

SAP S/4HANA
An Introduction

535 pages, pub. 08/2016

449 pages, pub. 11/2016

1

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4153

6

www.sap-press.com/4045

Carl Britton Lewis

Rudi de Louw

SAP Business One: Business
User Guide

SAP HANA Certification
Guide
Application Associate Exam

688 pages, pub. 12/2016

2

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4326

7

559 pages, pub. 05/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3859

Kiran Bandari

Martin Murray, Jawad Akhtar

Complete ABAP

Materials Management with
SAP ERP: Functionality and
Technical Configuration

1,047 pages, pub. 10/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

3

www.sap-press.com/3921

8

739 pages, 4th edition, pub. 02/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4062

4

Goebels, Nepraunig, Seidel

David Burns

SAPUI5
The Comprehensive Guide

Financial Accounting in SAP:
Business User Guide

672 pages, pub. 07/2016

595 pages, pub. 05/2016

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3980

9

Paul Hardy

Marson, Mazhavanchery, Murray

ABAP to the Future

SAP SuccessFactors
Employee Central

801 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 09/2016

The Comprehensive Guide

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

5

www.sap-press.com/3978

www.sap-press.com/4161

10

590 pages, pub. 12/2015
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3834

www.sap-press.com
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SAP S/4HANA
Christensen, Darlak, Harrington, Li, Poles, Savelli

Baumgartl, Chaadaev, Choi, Dudgeon, Lahiri,
Meijerink, Worsley-Tonks

SAP BW/4HANA

SAP S/4HANA

An Introduction

Preorder
now!
approx. 360 pp.
avail. 08/2017

An Introduction

See what SAP BW/4HANA can do for you, from
simplified data models and SAP BW/4HANA Analytics to automated data lifecycle management.
You’ll find step-by-step instructions for installation
and setup, a guide to administrative tasks to keep
your SAP BW/4HANA system in tip-top shape,
and the low-down on security in your new system.
Explore the data warehouse of the future!

449 pages
pub. 11/2016

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4377

Learn what SAP S/4HANA offers, from the Universal Journal in SAP S/4HANA Finance to supply
chain management in SAP S/4HANA Materials
Management and Operations. Understand your
deployment options—on-premise, cloud, and hybrid—and explore SAP Activate’s implementation
approach. Understand how SAP HANA architecture supports digital transformation, and see what
tools can help extend SAP S/4HANA!
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4153

Marc O. Schäfer, Matthias Melich

Densborn, Finkbohner, Freudenberg,
Mathäß, Wagner

SAP Solution Manager
for SAP S/4HANA

Migrating to SAP S/4HANA
Preorder
now!
approx. 560 pp.
avail. 07/2017

It’s time to start planning your SAP S/4HANA
migration! In this book you’ll learn to implement
the right migration scenario for your business
requirements—cloud, on-premise, or hybrid.
Step-by-step instructions will help you prepare,
implement, and integrate SAP S/4HANA. See
what’s waiting with SAP S/4HANA, and start
your migration today!

413 pages
pub. 05/2016

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4247

Learn how SAP Solution Manager 7.2 can smooth
your path! Readiness checks? Check. Custom
code management? Check. Automated testing?
Check. Explore deployment best practices and
the fully supported SAP Activate, along with
other essential SolMan functionality. Whether
you’re deploying SAP S/4HANA with additional
cloud solutions or as a standalone system, you’ll
get the tools you need!
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4162

411 pages
2nd edition
pub. 02/2016

Jens Krüger

Anup Maheshwari

SAP S/4HANA Finance
An Introduction

Implementing SAP S/4HANA
Finance

It’s time you got to know SAP S/4HANA Finance.
Learn what SAP S/4HANA Finance can do, what
it offers your organization, and how it fits into
the SAP S/4HANA landscape. Explore critical SAP
S/4HANA Finance functionality, from cash management to profitability analysis, and consider
your deployment options. Lay the groundwork for
your SAP S/4HANA Finance future!

Get into the nitty-gritty with this guide to your
SAP S/4HANA Finance implementation project.
Migrate your data from SAP ERP Financials to
SAP S/4HANA Finance, and then customize its
key functionality: SAP General Ledger, Asset Accounting, Controlling, and SAP Cash Management.
Join the brave new world of SAP S/4HANA
Finance.

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4122

535 pages
pub. 08/2016

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4045

www.sap-press.com/hana/sap-s4hana
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SAP S/4HANA E-Bites
Jan Musil

Oona Flanagan

SAP Activate

Introducing New
Asset Accounting in
SAP S/4HANA (FI-AA)

How Do I Implement SAP S/4HANA in the
Cloud?
 Guide your SAP S/4HANA cloud deployment
with SAP Activate

New

 Learn the four phases of SAP Activate project
methodology
approx. 125 pp.
pub. 05/2017

 Explore new asset accounting (FI-AA) functionality in SAP S/4HANA

New

 Unlock key fixed asset transactions
approx. 110 pp.
pub. 05/2017

 Use SAP Activate for brownfield and greenfield projects

E-book: $24.99

E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4235

www.sap-press.com/4415

Sobana Iyengar

Mrinal K. Roy

Introducing the Material
Ledger in SAP S/4HANA

Introducing Extended
Warehouse Management
with SAP S/4HANA

 Explore actual costing and inventory valuation in SAP S/4HANA
 See how the Universal Journal data model
simplification impacts your processes

New
approx. 65 pp.
pub. 05/2017

 Plan your migration from third-party or SAP
ERP systems

 Explore warehouse management functionality in SAP S/4HANA

New
approx. 105 pp.
pub. 04/2017

E-book: $19.99

 Preview your migration to SAP S/4HANA
E-book: $24.99

Janet Salmon

Ravi Ravipati

SAP S/4HANA Finance

Introducing Profitability
Analysis in SAP S/4HANA
Finance

www.sap-press.com/4416

 Deploy Central Finance to implement SAP
S/4HANA Finance

 Explore the CO-PA functionality native to SAP
S/4HANA Finance

 Harmonize and standardize your financial
data through SAP Landscape Transformation

102 pages
pub. 10/2016

 Evaluate functional and IT differences between embedded and decentralized EWM

www.sap-press.com/4424

How Do I Get Started without Migrating?

113 pages
2nd edition
pub. 01/2017

 Plan your migration from third-party or SAP
ERP systems

 Walk step by step through the Central Finance process

74 pages
pub. 09/2016

E-book: $19.99

 See how SAP S/4HANA enables you to analyze revenue, cost of goods sold, and more
 Evaluate profitability analysis requirements

www.sap-press.com/4364

E-book: $19.99

Abani Pattanayak, Rajeev Koppolu

Sharma, Ayuluri, Darla, Kilaru

Introducing SAP S/4HANA
Embedded Analytics

Introducing SAP BPC for
SAP S/4HANA

 Create and enhance data models with Core
Data Services (CDS) views

 Get a good look at the powerful SAP BPC
functionality in SAP S/4HANA Finance

 Learn how SAP S/4HANA Embedded Analytics changes operational reporting for SAP

 See how innovations in budgeting, planning,
forecasting, and consolidation accelerate
your SAP BPC processes

 Implement SAP S/4HANA Embedded Analytics virtual data models
E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4249

www.sap-press.com/4220

116 pages
pub. 09/2016

 Jump-start your project with pre-packaged SAP
BPC content
E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4269

SAP HANA
Jonathan Haun

SAP HANA Security
How do you protect and defend your SAP HANA database and application development platform?
This comprehensive guide details your options, including privileges, encryption, and more. Learn
how to secure database objects, provision and maintain user accounts, and develop and assign
roles. Then take an in-depth look at authentication and certificate management before seeing how
to enable auditing and security tracing. Up to date for SAP HANA 2.0!
approx. 475 pp., avail. 06/2017
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

Preorder
now!

www.sap-press.com/4227

»Your complete reference to securing SAP HANA!«

Berg, Silvia, Frye

Rudi de Louw

SAP HANA

SAP HANA Certification
Guide

An Introduction

549 pages
4th edition
pub. 10/2016

What does SAP HANA mean for you? This book
is your introduction to all the essentials, from
implementation options to the basics of data
modeling and administration. With cutting-edge
coverage of SAP HANA smart data access, SAP
HANA Vora, and more, this bestseller has everything you need to take your first steps with SAP
HANA.

Application Associate Exam

559 pages
pub. 05/2016

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4160

Preparing for the big exam? Take the stress out
of the test with this guide to the SAP Certified
Application Associate exam for SAP HANA! Walk
through the exam structure and important terms
and key concepts for each portion of the exam.
Then test your knowledge with practice questions
and answers. Get the know-how you need to
advance your career and make the grade!
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3859

420 pages
pub. 04/2016

Bilay, Gutsche, Stiehl

James Wood

SAP HANA Cloud
Integration

Getting Started with
SAP HANA Cloud Platform

Learn how to integrate cloud and on-premise
landscapes with SAP HANA Cloud Integration!
Find out how to apply predefined integration
patterns, debug and secure your integration
projects, develop custom adapters, and more.
Real-life scenarios and helpful roadmaps guide
you through the integration and development
processes.

Want to extend SAP SuccessFactors? Develop
a native SAP HANA application? Code SAPUI5?
Guess what: SAP HANA Cloud Platform can do
it all. With this book, get the basics of SAP HCP,
and then take the next steps. You’ll learn how to
create, deploy, and secure applications, and also
explore SAP HANA Cloud Portal and SAP HANA
Cloud Integration. There’s more to cloud than
fluff—find out what it is.

519 pages
pub. 04/2015

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3979

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3638

www.sap-press.com
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SAP HANA

641 pages
2nd edition
pub. 04/2016

Gahm, Schneider, Swanepoel, Westenberger

Ankisettipalli, Chen, Wankawala

ABAP Development
for SAP HANA

SAP HANA Advanced Data
Modeling

See how SAP HANA has changed ABAP, and
learn how to bring your skills up to par. This comprehensive guide uses detailed programming examples to help you design simple and advanced
applications with ABAP. Learn to enable code
pushdown, use Open SQL enhancements and
CDS views, integrate native SAP HANA objects,
and more. You’ll be programming for SAP HANA
in no time!

Move past the SAP HANA basics and into some
real data model design with this book! Discover
how to build and design predictive, simulation,
and optimization models straight from the
experts via step-by-step instructions and screenshots. From information views to AFL models,
you’ll learn to scale for large datasets and performance-tune your models to perfection.

392 pages
pub. 10/2015

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3863

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3973

722 pages
pub. 08/2014

Richard Bremer, Lars Breddemann

Haun, Hickman, Loden, Wells

SAP HANA Administration

Implementing SAP HANA

Who says that a leopard can’t change its spots?
With the advent of SAP HANA, database administration is evolving—and you can evolve along
with it. Learn how traditional administration
concepts are applied in SAP HANA, and find
out about the new concepts relevant to an
in-memory database. Novice or expert, this
book will help you sharpen your skills.

If you’re ready to implement SAP HANA as a data
warehouse for analytics, you’ll want this book
along for the ride. Explore the steps in a complete SAP HANA implementation, and then play
with downloadable sample data that you can use
to test your skills. Become an expert in data provisioning with SAP Data Services, data modeling,
and connecting to the BOBJ platform. Take your
SAP HANA knowledge to the next level!

860 pages
2nd edition
pub. 12/2014

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

597 pages
pub. 11/2015

www.sap-press.com/3506

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

Michael Pytel

Merz, Hügens, Blum

Implementing SAP Business
Suite on SAP HANA

Implementing SAP BW on
SAP HANA

If you’re thinking about moving to SAP S/4HANA,
your first step is getting SAP ERP on SAP HANA—
and this book will serve as your go-to guide. Understand and complete all steps of the migration
process, from planning the transition to making
the move and going live. Then discover how to
optimize your system for SAP HANA by activating enhancements and installing SAP S/4HANA
Finance and SAP HANA Live. This book will help
get your new platform up and running in no
time!

Make the leap to SAP BW on SAP HANA with this
comprehensive guide. Offering detailed premigration and post-migration steps, as well as a
complete walkthrough of the migration process,
it’s never been easier to HANA-ify your SAP BW
system. After the migration, learn everything
you’ll need to know—from data modeling to
administration—as you prepare yourself for the
next generation of SAP BW!

www.sap-press.com/3703

467 pages
pub. 04/2015

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3609
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3895

www.sap-press.com/hana
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Programming

Anil Bavaraju

SAP Fiori Implementation and Development
The SAP Fiori 2.0 design concept is here. See how to take your UI to the next level with this all-inone resource to implementing and developing analytical, transactional, and fact sheet apps. Get
the low-down on SAP Fiori’s all-new look, SAP S/4HANA support, and SAP CoPilot—SAP’s conversational UI. This guide to Fiori has your back—implement, create, and customize!
approx. 600 pp., 2nd edition, pub. 05/2017
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4401

New
»Beautify your UI with SAP Fiori 2.0!«

Goebels, Nepraunig, Seidel

Mirolsav Antolovic

SAPUI5

Getting Started with SAPUI5

The Comprehensive Guide

672 pages
pub. 07/2016

Transform your apps from simple Hello, World
examples to enterprise-grade applications with
this guide to SAPUI5! Start with the basic building blocks then move on to more advanced
coding techniques. From developing MVC apps
and using OData to debugging and testing
code—learn the dos and don’ts of SAPUI5 and
everything in between. The dawn of the user
is here. Can your apps keep up?

462 pages
pub. 07/2014

Introduce yourself to SAPUI5! To understand
the pioneering programming language SAPUI5,
first walk through basic programming concepts.
Then explore the development and runtime
environments, tools, and plugins that you’ll use
throughout the design process. Learn to develop
your first basic apps using step-by-step instructions, sample code listings, and a full-scale model
application.
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3565

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3980

785 pages
2nd edition
pub. 04/2016

Bönnen, Drees, Fischer, Heinz, Strothmann

James Wood, Joseph Rupert

SAP Gateway and OData

Object-Oriented
Programming with
ABAP Objects

Connect your SAP system and the world of OData
with this comprehensive guide! Begin with the
basics, then walk through the steps to create an
OData service. Expand your skills further with
how-tos on developing applications in the SAP
Web IDE and administrative tasks for lifecycle
management and security. Explore the latest
trends and technologies, and map out your
OData future!

470 pages
2nd edition
pub. 10/2015

There’s more to ABAP than procedural programming. If you’re ready to leap into the world of
ABAP Objects—or are already there and just need
a refresher—then this is the book you’ve been
looking for. Thanks to explanations of basic concepts and practical examples, you’ll find answers
to questions you didn’t even know you had.

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3904

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3597

www.sap-press.com
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Programming

1,047 pages
pub. 10/2016

801 pages
2nd edition
pub. 09/2016

Kiran Bandari

Brian O’Neill

Complete ABAP

Getting Started with ABAP

Immerse yourself in the world of ABAP with
this all-in-one guide to 7.5. Offering instructions for beginners and refreshers for seasoned
experts, this resource covers everything ABAP.
Get information on basic programming concepts
and steps for developing interfaces and dynamic
programs. Find the know-how you need to code
yourself out of any corner!

Learn to code in ABAP, SAP’s programming
language! This book is a beginner’s guide to all
things ABAP. You’ll become familiar with core
language concepts, develop your first application, and learn key advanced programming techniques. Step-by-step instructions and hands-on
exercises help ensure that you can apply the skills
you learn to real-life scenarios.

451 pages
pub. 10/2015

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $44.99 Print: $49.95 Bundle: $59.99

www.sap-press.com/3921

www.sap-press.com/3869

Paul Hardy

Kerem Koseoglu

ABAP to the Future

Design Patterns in
ABAP Objects

Are you ready for ABAP 7.5? Keep up with the
latest in ABAP development, including new
features like Core Data Services, ABAP Managed
Database Procedures, and column editing. Learn
about exception classes and BOPF objects and
jump into the new processes for creating SAPUI5
applications. With this second edition, you’re
sure to stay on the cutting edge.

387 pages
pub. 10/2016

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4161

Use design patterns in object-oriented ABAP,
starting with MVC! Want to create objects only
when needed? Call objects only when required?
Reduce errors and effort by coding an object
once? Future-proof your code with a flexible
design? Design patterns are the answer! With
this guide, you’ll get practical examples for every
design pattern that will have you coding in no
time!
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4277

641 pages
2nd edition
pub. 04/2016

Gahm, Schneider, Swanepoel, Westenberger

Puneet Asthana, David Haslam

ABAP Development
for SAP HANA

ABAP 7.4 Certification Guide

See how SAP HANA has changed ABAP, and
learn how to bring your skills up to par. This comprehensive guide uses detailed programming examples to help you design simple and advanced
applications with ABAP. Learn to enable code
pushdown, use Open SQL enhancements and
CDS views, integrate native SAP HANA objects,
and more. You’ll be programming for SAP HANA
in no time!

Getting ready to take your ABAP C_TAW12_740
certification exam? Find everything you need to
ace the 7.4 test in this SAP-endorsed resource!
Practice makes perfect, and you’ll have practice
aplenty with sample questions and answers on
every topic covered on the exam. In addition,
you can revisit key terminology and learn exactly
what to expect from the test. Soothe your pre-exam jitters and make the grade!

SAP Certified Development Associate

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3973

663 pages
3rd edition
pub. 05/2015

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3792

www.sap-press.com/programming
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392 pages
pub. 10/2015

Ankisettipalli, Chen, Wankawala

John Mutumba Bilay, Roberto Viana Blanco

SAP HANA Advanced Data
Modeling

SAP Process Orchestration

Move past the SAP HANA basics and into some
real data model design with this book! Discover
how to build and design predictive, simulation,
and optimization models straight from the
experts via step-by-step instructions and screenshots. From information views to AFL models,
you’ll learn to scale for large datasets and performance-tune your models to perfection.

Are you ready for the latest process integration
and business process management solution
from SAP? Meet SAP Process Orchestration!
This is your complete guide to the tools and
components of SAP PO. Learn how to build and
configure interfaces and use SAP BPM to manage
your business processes. Thanks to both a practical and comprehensive approach, you’ll find out
how to configure the System Landscape Directory, create integration flows, monitor messages,
manage processes, and much more.

The Comprehensive Guide

727 pages
pub. 03/2015

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3863

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3637

1,089 pages
3rd edition
pub. 07/2014

Dart, Keohan, Rickayzen, et al.

Emmanuel Hadzipetros

Practical Workflow for SAP

Architecting EDI with
SAP IDocs

One resource. All of your SAP Business Workflow
needs. Reorganized and fine-tuned, the third edition of this #1 bestseller is packed with information and better than ever. You’ll find important
topics such as configuration, administration and
troubleshooting, design, and enhancement.
If you know the basics, you’ll find value in the
coverage provided for SAP’s changed landscape
such as SAPUI5, SAP Fiori, Operational Process
Intelligence for SAP HANA, and much more.

910 pages
2nd edition
pub. 10/2013

Watch and learn how the fictitious Acme Pictures
movie company uses EDI and IDocs to make and
sell its biggest flick yet. This extensive case study
showcases the requirements, standards, and
capabilities you’ll encounter as you build an SAP
EDI system and optimize electronic information
exchange between businesses via IDocs.
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3359

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3615

»The go-to guide for getting to know SAP HCI!«

Bilay, Gutsche, Stiehl

SAP HANA Cloud Integration
Learn how to integrate cloud and on-premise landscapes with SAP HANA Cloud Integration!
Find out how to apply predefined integration patterns, debug and secure your integration projects, develop custom adapters, and more. Real-life scenarios and helpful roadmaps guide you
through the integration and development processes.
420 pages, pub. 04/2016
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3979

www.sap-press.com
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Programming E-Bites
Krawczyk, Łuka, Michalski

Abani Pattanayak, Rajeev Koppolu

BRFplus Output Type
Management in SAP
S/4HANA

Introducing SAP S/4HANA
Embedded Analytics
 Create and enhance data models with Core
Data Services (CDS) views

 Configure the new BRFplus-based output
type in SAP S/4HANA

Preorder
now!
approx. 75 pp.
avail. 06/2017

 Enable SAP AIF monitoring for integration
scenarios
 Learn to troubleshoot output types

 Learn how SAP S/4HANA Embedded Analytics changes operational reporting for SAP
102 pages
pub. 10/2016

E-book: $19.99

E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4249

www.sap-press.com/4439

122 pages
pub. 12/2016

DJ Adams

Gary Prewett, Michael Pytel

SAP Fiori and SAPUI5
Debugging the User Interface

Implementing SAP Fiori
Security

 Find and respond to errors in your SAP Fiori
and SAPUI5 applications

 Learn about the security architecture and
configuration of SAP Fiori

 Explore the various debugging tools at your
disposal

 Use tools like the ICM, SAP Mobile Secure,
SAP Solution Manager, and more

 Learn basic and advanced debugging techniques

107 pages
pub. 06/2016

E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4167

Donna Leong-Cohen, Seng-Ping Gan

Craig Cmehil

Integrating SAP SuccessFactors with SAP Cloud Platform Integration (SAP HCI)

Hands On with SAP HANA
Cloud Platform for IoT
 Set up your local development environment
for IoT

 Use SAP Cloud Platform Integration to integrate SAP SuccessFactors with SAP ERP HCM,
SAP ERP, and third-party applications
106 pages
pub. 03/2017

 Configure SAML2 authentication, certificate
authentication, and single sign-on
E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4305

New

 Implement SAP S/4HANA Embedded Analytics virtual data models

 Explore integration content
 Learn about integration planning considerations

 Write an IoT application to read sensor data

68 pages
pub. 11/2016

 Learn how to enhance your application to
send sensor data to SAP HCP
E-book: $14.99

www.sap-press.com/4257

E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4371

83 pages
pub. 04/2016

Alexander Graebe

Craig Cmehil

Hands On with SAPUI5 and
the SAP Web IDE

Hands On with SAP
HANA XS

 Get access to SAP HANA Cloud Platform and
the SAP Web IDE

 Set up your environment for SAP HANA XS
development

 Code your first application by following stepby-step instructions and examples

 Write your first SAP HANA native application
in no time flat

 Enhance your application with advanced
UI components and internationalization
features

84 pages
pub. 04/2016

 Learn how to enhance your application with
JavaScript and more
E-book: $14.99

E-book: $14.99

www.sap-press.com/4136

www.sap-press.com/4068

Administration
Densborn, Finkbohner, Freudenberg,
Mathäß, Wagner

Densborn, Finkbohner, Gradl, Roth, Willinger

Data Migration with SAP

Migrating to SAP S/4HANA
Preorder
now!
approx. 560 pp.
avail. 07/2017

It’s time to start planning your SAP S/4HANA
migration! In this book you’ll learn to implement
the right migration scenario for your business
requirements—cloud, on-premise, or hybrid.
Step-by-step instructions will help you prepare,
implement, and integrate SAP S/4HANA. See
what’s waiting with SAP S/4HANA, and start
your migration today!

563 pages
3rd edition
pub. 03/2016

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

534 pages
pub. 09/2015

When it comes to data migration, choosing the
right approach for your organization can be
overwhelming. This comprehensive guide not
only leads you through project planning, but also
gives you step-by-step instructions for executing
your migration with LSMW, SAP Data Services,
the batch input technique, and more. Whether
you’re moving to the cloud, migrating to SAP
S/4HANA, or replacing a legacy system, let us
smooth the way.

www.sap-press.com/4247

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

Ahmet Türk

Richard Bremer, Lars Breddemann

Archiving SAP Data:
Practical Guide

SAP HANA Administration

Data volume slowing you down? Get ready to clean
house with this guide to archiving SAP data! Start
with the basic legal and technical processes and
then dive into tools for storage and transactions
for accessing archived data. From developing an
archiving strategy to executing the technical steps,
you’ll learn how to increase system performance
and stay organized in SAP.

www.sap-press.com/4019

722 pages
pub. 08/2014

Who says that a leopard can’t change its spots?
With the advent of SAP HANA, database administration is evolving—and you can evolve along
with it. Learn how traditional administration
concepts are applied in SAP HANA, and find
out about the new concepts relevant to an
in-memory database. Novice or expert, this
book will help you sharpen your skills.
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3506

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3928

Thomas Schneider

Jonathan Haun

SAP Performance
Optimization Guide

SAP HANA Security

Analyzing and Tuning SAP Systems

837 pages
7th edition
pub. 09/2013

Is your SAP system as agile as it can be? Optimize
system performance with the seventh edition of
Thomas Schneider’s best-selling resource. Head
off any bottlenecks and integrate new technologies like SAP HANA and SAP Sybase ASE. Make
your SAP system faster, sleeker, and stronger with
this updated and revised optimization guide.

Preorder
now!
approx. 475 pp.
avail. 06/2017

How do you protect and defend your SAP HANA
database and application development platform?
This comprehensive guide details your options,
including privileges, encryption, and more. Learn
how to secure database objects, provision and
maintain user accounts, and develop and assign
roles. Then take an in-depth look at authentication
and certificate management before seeing how to
enable auditing and security tracing. Up to date
for SAP HANA 2.0!

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3360

www.sap-press.com/4227

www.sap-press.com
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572 pages
pub. 12/2014

695 pages
pub. 10/2013

Mark Mergaerts, Bert Vanstechelman

Marc O. Schäfer, Matthias Melich

Upgrading SAP
The Comprehensive Guide

SAP Solution Manager for
SAP S/4HANA

There’s more to upgrading your SAP system than
just pressing a button. Here’s the next-best thing:
a comprehensive guide to the upgrade process.
You’ll understand project planning and processes, how to use upgrade tools in ABAP and Java
systems, and how to upgrade individual products
like SAP Solution Manager, SAP BW, SAP CRM,
SAP Enterprise Portal, SAP PI and SAP PO, and
more. Finally, everything you need to perform
successful SAP upgrades!

Are you moving to SAP S/4HANA? Learn how
SAP Solution Manager 7.2 can smooth your path!
Readiness checks? Check. Custom code management? Check. Automated testing? Check. Explore
deployment best practices and the fully supported SAP Activate, along with other essential
SolMan functionality. Whether you’re deploying
SAP S/4HANA with SAP SuccessFactors, SAP
Ariba, or as a standalone system, SolMan 7.2 will
give you the tools you need!

413 pages
pub. 05/2016

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3631

www.sap-press.com/4162

Teuber, Weidmann, Will

Nathan Williams

Monitoring and Operations
with SAP Solution Manager

ITSM and ChaRM in SAP
Solution Manager

CCMS is the past—get up to speed on the technical side of SAP Solution Manager! Find everything you need to know about the monitoring
and alert infrastructure, including all of its related tools. From understanding the architecture,
to finding detailed instructions on monitoring,
technical administration, analysis, and more,
you’ll get real-life knowledge that will help you
monitor and analyze your systems and business
processes today!

Stay ahead of the curve with IT Service Management (ITSM)! This is the comprehensive guide
to the new and improved functionalities in SAP
Solution Manager. Find everything you need to
work with ChaRM and Application Incident Management (the new Service Desk): the important
concepts, instructions for configuration and
functionality, and expert tips and best practices.

903 pages
pub. 01/2013

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3195

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3374

»Your comprehensive guide to SolMan 7.2!«
Christian, Pytel, Swoboda, Williams

SAP Solution Manager: Practical Guide
With this hands-on guide to SAP Solution Manager (SolMan) 7.2, you’ll find everything you
need to maintain your SAP landscape! First get a handle on basic concepts, see how to upgrade
to 7.2, and configure your solution. Then dive into key functionality: monitoring, business process documentation, change control management, IT service management, testing, and more.
Round out your skills with information on security and real-world case studies!
approx. 800 pp., avail. 08/2017

Preorder
now!

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4411

www.sap-press.com/administration
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Homiar Kalwachwala

Sebastian Schreckenbach

SAP Master Data
Governance

SAP Administration:
Practical Guide

The Comprehensive Guide to SAP MDG

Preorder
now!
approx. 700 pp.
avail. 09/2017

Ready for the next generation of SAP Master
Data Management? Meet SAP MDG! Understand
the deployment options and main data domains.
Then, build a firm foundation in data, process,
and UI modeling. Get complete coverage of data
quality, search, and consolidation functionality.
Finally, learn to replicate data into different
systems or migrate it altogether. Master your
master data!

912 pages
2nd edition
pub. 05/2015

Are you seeking to brush up on your SAP Basis
administration skills? Look no further than this
practical guide! Learn the fundamental concepts
of Basis system administration, with step-by-step
instructions and hundreds of screenshots. From
system monitoring with SAP Solution Manager
to database administration and disaster recovery,
learn how to handle everything—from the occasional hiccup to the red alert emergency.
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3639

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4192

503 pages
2nd edition
pub. 10/2014

Greg Myers, Eric Vallo

Bögelsack, Baader, Prifti, Zimmermann, Krcmar

SAP BusinessObjects BI
System Administration

Operating SAP in the Cloud

Users keeping you on your toes? Stay one step
ahead with this guide to BOBJ administration.
From sizing to troubleshooting, get the background you need to administer a system that
does what it’s supposed to do. Keep your system
up to snuff!

If you’re ready to make the leap to the cloud,
this is the book for you! From building your own
public or private cloud to using an external cloud
provider—discover which choice best fits your
enterprise. With information on IaaS and PaaS,
you’ll learn to customize your implementation
path and build a roadmap for migration. It’s no
longer whether or not to move to the cloud, but
how. Let us show you.

Landscapes and Infrastructures

435 pages
pub. 02/2016

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3605

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3841

727 pages
pub. 03/2015

John Mutumba Bilay, Roberto Viana Blanco

Chen, Hanck, Hanck, Hertel, Lissarrague, Médaille

SAP Process Orchestration

SAP Data Services

The Comprehensive Guide

The Comprehensive Guide

Are you ready for the latest process integration
and business process management solution
from SAP? Meet SAP Process Orchestration!
This is your complete guide to the tools and
components of SAP PO. Learn how to build and
configure interfaces and use SAP BPM to manage
your business processes. Thanks to both a practical and comprehensive approach, you’ll find out
how to configure the System Landscape Directory, create integration flows, monitor messages,
manage processes, and much more.

It’s time to extract, transform, and load your skills
on managing enterprise data! With this book
on SAP Data Services, you’ll be an expert in no
time. After learning about topics like planning,
blueprinting, and integrating SAP Data Services,
you’ll get into the core of the book—detailed
steps on how to perform Data Services tasks. Get
the skills you need for your daily job, from basics
like designing objects to advanced tasks like
analyzing unstructured text.

524 pages
pub. 02/2015

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3637

www.sap-press.com/3688

www.sap-press.com
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130 pages
pub. 10/2016

Jereme Swoboda

Venki Krishnamoorthy

Upgrading to SAP Solution
Manager 7.2

SAP SuccessFactors
Admin Center

 Get an overview of the new features in
SolMan 7.2

User Management, Security, and Data
Maintenance

 Meet the prerequisites and see how the new
release will impact your existing installation

 Work with the new Admin Center (formerly
OneAdmin) administration homepage

 Execute all upgrade and post-upgrade processes via step-by-step instructions

102 pages
pub. 09/2016

 Learn to perform your daily tasks
 Explore administration for SAP SuccessFactors
modules

E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4168

E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4228
Gary Prewett, Michael Pytel

Astrid Tschense, Tobias Koebler

Implementing SAP Fiori
Security

Using SAP LT Replication
Server (SLT)

 Learn about the security architecture and
configuration of SAP Fiori

 Provision data for SAP HANA using SAP SLT
 Monitor and troubleshoot data loads to
make sure everything goes smoothly

 Use tools like the ICM, SAP Mobile Secure,
SAP Solution Manager, and more to secure
your applications
107 pages
pub. 06/2016

 Configure SAML2 authentication, certificate
authentication, and single sign-on

109 pages
pub. 06/2016

 See how SAP SLT can also be used for SAP BW
scenarios
E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4143
E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4167
Abani Pattanayak, Williams Ruter

Hanck, Mallory, Médaille

Smart Data Access

Data Provisioning and
Cleansing with SAP HANA
SDI and SAP HANA SDQ

Data Virtualization in SAP HANA
 Install and configure SDA for SAP Sybase IQ,
Oracle, SQL Server, and more

 Use SAP HANA enterprise information management (EIM) capabilities

 Create virtual tables and data models based
on virtual tables
98 pages
pub. 03/2016

 Use SAP HANA Vora on top of Apache Hadoop to enable SQL processing

 Set up adapters for source and target systems
97 pages
pub. 03/2016

E-book: $19.99

105 pages
pub. 09/2015

 Build flowgraphs and use transforms to process your data

www.sap-press.com/4091

E-book: $14.99

Aron MacDonald

Akash Kumar

Integrating SAP HANA and
Hadoop

PlanViz

 Learn how to use SAP HANA Smart Data
Access for Hadoop

 Understand how the different SAP HANA
engines affect performance

 Create and execute MapReduce tasks from
within SAP HANA

 Learn how to use all PlanViz features

 Use Hadoop REST services within SAP HANA
XS
E-book: $12.99

www.sap-press.com/3946

www.sap-press.com/4111

Improving SAP HANA Performance

 See a real-life example of PlanViz in action
75 pages
pub. 08/2015

E-book: $14.99

www.sap-press.com/3952

Business Intelligence/EIM
Christensen, Darlak, Harrington, Li, Poles, Savelli

SAP BW/4HANA
An Introduction
See what SAP BW/4HANA can do for you, from simplified data models and SAP BW/4HANA
Analytics to automated data lifecycle management. You’ll find step-by-step instructions for
installation and setup, a guide to administrative tasks to keep your SAP BW/4HANA system in
tip-top shape, and the low-down on security in your new system. Explore the data warehouse of
the future!
approx. 360 pp., avail. 08/2017
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

Preorder
now!

www.sap-press.com/4377

»Your first step toward SAP BW/4HANA!«

860 pages
2nd edition
pub. 12/2014

Haun, Hickman, Loden, Wells

Merz, Hügens, Blum

Implementing SAP HANA

Implementing SAP BW on
SAP HANA

If you’re ready to implement SAP HANA as a data
warehouse for analytics, you’ll want this book
along for the ride. Explore the steps in a complete SAP HANA implementation, and then play
with downloadable sample data that you can use
to test your skills. Become an expert in data provisioning with SAP Data Services, data modeling,
and connecting to the BOBJ platform. Take your
SAP HANA knowledge to the next level!

467 pages
pub. 04/2015

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3703

Make the leap to SAP BW on SAP HANA with this
comprehensive guide. Offering detailed premigration and post-migration steps, as well as a
complete walkthrough of the migration process,
it’s never been easier to HANA-ify your SAP BW
system. After the migration, learn everything
you’ll need to know—from data modeling to
administration—as you prepare yourself for the
next generation of SAP BW!
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3609

852 pages
3rd edition
pub. 04/2015

Palekar, Patel, Shiralkar

Joe Darlak, Jesper Christensen

SAP BW 7.4: Practical Guide

SAP BW: Administration and
Performance Optimization

Don’t just read about SAP BW—get your hands
dirty with this must-have guide. Tackle all of the
common tasks you’ll encounter when working
with SAP BW, from creating objects to mastering
the BEx tools. Keep your skills sharp with information new to this edition, including updates
for SAP BW 7.4 and BW on SAP HANA. You’ll also
follow along with a comprehensive case study to
cement your knowledge.
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3733

652 pages
pub. 07/2014

This long-awaited resource offers the daily,
weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly tasks
that will make your SAP BW system shine. Walk
through system setup and configuration to lay
a sound foundation for effective data storage,
and then employ tuning techniques to optimize
system performance.
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3341

www.sap-press.com/business-intelligence
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Business Intelligence/EIM
Brogden, Sinkwitz, Marks, Orthous

Greg Myers, Eric Vallo

SAP BusinessObjects Web
Intelligence

SAP BusinessObjects BI
System Administration

The Comprehensive Guide

691 pages
3rd edition
pub. 08/2014

Report creation. Data display via charts. Report
sharing. Get both the basic concepts and the
actionable details to advance your work with
SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence! This third
edition includes UI and functionality changes
and coverage of new topics like SAP HANA and
mobility. Work smarter in WebI!

503 pages
2nd edition
pub. 10/2014

Users keeping you on your toes? Stay one step
ahead with this guide to BOBJ administration.
From sizing to troubleshooting, get the background you need to administer a system that
does what it’s supposed to do. Keep your system
up to snuff!
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3605

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3673

Preorder
now!
approx. 700 pp.
avail. 09/2017

Homiar Kalwachwala

Chen, Hanck, Hanck, Hertel, Lissarrague, Médaille

SAP Master Data
Governance

SAP Data Services

The Comprehensive Guide to SAP MDG

It’s time to extract, transform, and load your skills
on managing enterprise data! With this book
on SAP Data Services, you’ll be an expert in no
time. After learning about topics like planning,
blueprinting, and integrating SAP Data Services,
you’ll get into the core of the book—detailed
steps on how to perform Data Services tasks. Get
the skills you need for your daily job, from basics
like designing objects to advanced tasks like
analyzing unstructured text.

Ready for the next generation of SAP Master
Data Management? Meet SAP MDG! Understand
the deployment options and main data domains.
Then, build a firm foundation in data, process,
and UI modeling. Get complete coverage of data
quality, search, and consolidation functionality.
Finally, learn to replicate data into different
systems or migrate it altogether. Master your
master data!

The Comprehensive Guide

524 pages
pub. 02/2015

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3688

www.sap-press.com/4192

540 pages
pub. 11/2014

Christian Ah-Soon, Peter Snowdon

Chang, Hacking, van der A

Getting Started with
SAP Lumira

SAP BusinessObjects Design
Studio

Take your data viz up a notch with SAP Lumira! In
this book, get the whole story on using SAP Lumira to create compelling infographics, storyboards,
and more. Learn how to access and query data
sources, create new objects, export and publish
data, and use the SAP Lumira SDK to enhance
and extend data sources and visualizations.
With step-by-step instructions, screenshots, and
detailed examples, you’ll learn how to make each
picture—or chart—worth a thousand words.
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/3645

The Comprehensive Guide

738 pages
2nd edition
pub. 02/2016

Breathe some life into your analysis applications
and reports with this guide to SAP BusinessObjects Design Studio! This second edition is
jam-packed with the need-to-know details for
report developers—from using the IDE to implementing CSS styles. Enhance your applications
even further with information on advanced scripting and SDK extensions. Are you ready to take
your BI to the next level?
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3951

www.sap-press.com
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Business Intelligence/EIM E-Bites
Pravin Datar

Pravin Datar

Introducing the SAP Digital
Boardroom

Introducing SAP
BusinessObjects Cloud

 Learn how SAP Digital Boardroom is changing real-time reporting and analysis

BI and Planning
 Learn how SAP BusinessObjects Cloud visualizes, analyzes, and shares data

 Create stories, use the agenda builder, and
harness line-of-business data for your modern boardroom

New
75 pages
pub. 03/2017

 Use data from SAP S/4HANA to build UIs

 Follow along with a demo scenario
110 pages
pub. 07/2016

E-book: $19.99

E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4138

www.sap-press.com/4347

Vinay Singh

Ah-Soon, Mazoué, Vezzosi

Creating and Using Advanced
DSOs in SAP BW on SAP HANA

Data Federation with
Multisource Universes in
SAP BusinessObjects BI

 Understand how aDSOs enable more efficient data loading, better performance, and
simpler modeling

 Create multisource joins and derived tables
 Define federated tables, including mapping
rules and pre- and post-filters

 Follow along with step-by-step instructions
99 pages
pub. 05/2016

 Learn how to combine actual and plan data
in an aDSO for reporting and analysis

74 pages
pub. 01/2016

E-book: $19.99

97 pages
pub. 12/2015

 Explore the SAP Digital Boardroom

 Explore examples of union, mixed source, and
data quality scenarios

www.sap-press.com/4154

E-book: $9.99

Palekar, Patel, Shiralkar

Pierpaolo Vezzosi, Gaëtan Saulnier

Building Planning
Applications with SAP BW
Integrated Planning

Predictive Modeling with
Automated Analytics/SAP
Predictive Analytics 2.x

 Learn how to create all the elements of a
BW-IP application

 Discover how Automated Analytics streamlines your predictive analytics processes

 Build Excel- and web-based BW-IP apps

 Learn to improve your analysis by correctly
configuring the input data sets

 See BW-IP in action with a case study and
step-by-step instructions

www.sap-press.com/4106

107 pages
pub. 10/2015

E-book: $14.99

www.sap-press.com/3992

E-book: $9.99

www.sap-press.com/4066

56 pages
pub. 10/2015

Chen, Hanck, Hanck, Hertel, Lissarrague, Médaille

Don Loden

Data Integration with SAP
Data Services

SAP Information Steward

 Learn about the Kimball methodology and
integrating with data warehouses

 Govern your incoming data in real-time using
Information Steward 4.2

 See how SAP Data Services integrates with a
POS system

 Configure scorecards and rules using Data
Insight

 Integrate SAP BW, SAP APO, SAP ECC, and
SAP Data Services to facilitate planning
E-book: $9.99

www.sap-press.com/3976

Monitoring Data in Real Time

93 pages
pub. 10/2015

 Create a data dictionary and manage metadata
E-book: $14.99

www.sap-press.com/4022

IT Management

Preorder
now!
Baumgartl, Chaadaev, Choi, Dudgeon, Lahiri,
Meijerink, Worsley-Tonks

Densborn, Finkbohner, Freudenberg,
Mathäß, Wagner

SAP S/4HANA

Migrating to SAP
S/4HANA

An Introduction
Learn what SAP S/4HANA offers, from the
Universal Journal in SAP S/4HANA Finance
to supply chain management in SAP S/4HANA
Materials Management and Operations. Understand your deployment options—on-premise,
cloud, and hybrid—and explore SAP Activate’s
implementation approach. Understand how
SAP HANA architecture supports digital transformation, and see what tools can help extend
SAP S/4HANA!
449 pages, pub. 11/2016
E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

It’s time to start planning your SAP S/4HANA
migration! In this book you’ll learn to implement the right migration scenario for your
business requirements—cloud, on-premise,
or hybrid. Step-by-step instructions will
help you prepare, implement, and integrate
SAP S/4HANA. See what’s waiting with SAP
S/4HANA, and start your migration today!
approx. 560 pp., avail. 07/2017

Preorder
now!
Christian, Pytel, Swoboda, Williams

SAP Solution Manager:
Practical Guide
With this hands-on guide to SAP Solution
Manager (SolMan) 7.2, you’ll find everything
you need to maintain your SAP landscape!
First get a handle on basic concepts, see
how to upgrade to 7.2, and configure your
solution. Then dive into key functionality:
monitoring, business process documentation, change control management, IT service
management, testing, and more. Round out
your skills with information on security and
real-world case studies!

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4247

www.sap-press.com/4153

approx. 800 pp., avail. 08/2017
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4411

New
Anil Bavaraju

Berg, Silvia, Frye

Krishnamoorthy, Murray, Reynolds, Teesdale

SAP Fiori Implementation
and Development

SAP HANA

SAP Transaction Codes

An Introduction

The SAP Fiori 2.0 design concept is here. See
how to take your UI to the next level with
this all-in-one resource to implementing and
developing analytical, transactional, and fact
sheet apps. Get the low-down on SAP Fiori’s
all-new look, SAP S/4HANA support, and SAP
CoPilot—SAP’s conversational UI. This guide to
Fiori has your back—implement, create, and
customize!

What does SAP HANA mean for you? This
book is your introduction to all the essentials,
from implementation options to the basics
of data modeling and administration. With
cutting-edge coverage of SAP HANA smart
data access, SAP HANA Vora, and more, this
bestseller has everything you need to take
your first steps with SAP HANA.

Your Quick Reference to Transactions
in SAP ERP

549 pages, 4th edition, pub. 10/2016
approx. 600 pp., 2nd edition, pub. 05/2017

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4160

www.sap-press.com/4401

From A to Z, or more appropriately, from
AB01 to XK99, this is the SAP transaction
code encyclopedia you’ve been waiting for!
Learn how to use more than 3,000 transaction codes with ease in your daily SAP ERP
work, from Financials to HR. With T-codes
categorized by application, title, and task, this
guide will teach you how to circumvent the
menu tree and shortcut your way through
SAP.
648 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 03/2016
E-book: $44.99 Print: $49.95 Bundle: $59.99

www.sap-press.com/4070

www.sap-press.com/it-management
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New
727 pages
pub. 04/2017

Canuto, Daum, Rödel

Martin Murray, Sanil Kimmatkar

Product Development with
SAP PLM

Warehouse Management
with SAP ERP: Functionality
and Technical Configuration

Get in-depth instructions and configuration
information for all stages of product development
in SAP PLM with this guide. Set up and use SAP
Portfolio and Project Management (PPM), variant
configuration, Product Structure Management,
and more. Then integrate with R&D, manufacturing, and authoring systems. From product
visualization to collaborative development, get all
the tools you need!

665 pages
3rd edition
pub. 05/2016

E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4363

Learn to customize and use critical functionalities
in Warehouse Management, like goods receipt
and goods issue, as well as advanced technologies such as RFID, EDI, and mobile data entry.
Covering everything from stock management
to picking strategies, you’ll master SAP ERP WM.
This new edition includes ITSmobile, connections
with SAP ERP PP and QM, the warehouse activity
monitor, and more.
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4069

716 pages
pub. 12/2015

466 pages
pub. 12/2015

Kannapan, Tripathy, Krishna

Zoellner, Halm, Schapler, Schulze

Warehouse Management
with SAP EWM

SAP EWM Architecture and
Programming

Configure and run your warehouse business
processes with this guide to SAP Extended Warehouse Management. Start by learning the ins
and outs of SAP EWM setup: defining organizational structures, working with master data, and
configuring settings. Then move on to business
processes: goods receipt, goods issue, internal
movement, shipping and receiving, and labor
management. Get the most out of SAP EWM!

Itching to customize SAP EWM so that it suits
your business? This book teaches you how to extend SAP EWM for all your warehouse management needs. Discover how available extension
options can address the unique functionality of
your warehouse. Learn to customize SAP EWM’s
software components and UI with hands-on
examples. Your warehouse management will be
in top shape with SAP EWM!

494 pages
pub. 10/2015

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3914

www.sap-press.com/3860

Justin Ashlock

Jawad Akhtar

SAP Ariba and SAP
Fieldglass: Functionality
and Implementation

Quality Management
with SAP

Supply processes getting left in the dust? Put
procurement in the cloud with this comprehensive guide to implementing SAP Ariba and SAP
Fieldglass! Dig into the functionality of key modules such as sourcing, operational procurement,
invoice management, and spend analysis, and
then deploy them directly in your SRM landscape.
Step-by-step instructions for integration with
your current SAP system will have you increasing
efficiency and cutting supply chain costs in no
time!
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

883 pages
pub. 03/2015

Get the most out of your Quality Management
system in SAP! From QM configuration to
business process management to working in
the system, this is the resource you need. Get a
360-degree view of the component, learn about
QM concepts like samples and certificates, and
set up essential master data. Once you’ve covered the basics, you’ll learn how QM works with
other components in the supply chain, and learn
how to use workflow tools like the Classification
System and Engineering Change Management.
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3755

www.sap-press.com/3950

www.sap-press.com/logistics
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New
Martin Murray, Jawad Akhtar

Matt Chudy, Luis Castedo

Elke Roettig

Materials Management with
SAP ERP: Functionality and
Technical Configuration

Procurement with SAP MM:
Business User Guide

Inventory Management and
Optimization in SAP ERP

Obtain. Acquire. Procure. Get everything you
need with this go-to guide to procurement
with SAP Materials Management (SAP MM)!
Dive into the key functions and system transactions you’ll need for your everyday job,
from creating POs or contracts to processing
invoices and payments. Streamline your procurement activities with fewer steps, greater
ease, and less effort than ever before!

Avoid having too little or too much stock on
hand with this guide to inventory management and optimization with SAP ERP! Start
by managing the stock you have through
replenishment, goods issue, goods receipt,
and internal transfers. Then plan for and
optimize your future by avoiding bottlenecks,
setting lead times, using simulations, and
more. Finally, evaluate your operations using
standard reports, the MRP Monitor, and KPIs.
Keep your stock levels just right!

Get the most out of your Materials Management implementation with this configuration
and functionality guide. You’ll learn the ins
and outs of Materials Management in SAP,
from goods receipt and invoice verification
to early warning systems and special procurement types. Dive into master data and other
configuration tasks to ensure your MM system
is optimized for your logistics needs!
739 pages, 4th edition, pub. 02/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

533 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 03/2017
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4355

www.sap-press.com/4062

523 pages, pub. 02/2016
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3977

Lauterbach, Sauer, Kappauf, Gottlieb, Metzger, Sürie

Chandan Jash, Dipankar Saha

Transportation Management
with SAP TM

Implementing SAP
Manufacturing Execution

970 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 10/2015

480 pages, pub. 12/2015

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3850

www.sap-press.com/3868

»Supply chain, meet cloud!«
Sandy Markin, Amit Sinha

SAP Integrated Business Planning
Functionality and Implementation
Master SAP Integrated Business Planning processes and configuration and take your supply
chain to the cloud! Begin with the basics, from loading data into SAP IBP to exploring the
planning model. Then dive deep into key functionality and implementation steps for S&OP,
demand planning, supply and response planning, inventory management, and supply chain
analytics. Using industry case studies, you’ll discover what it takes to ensure successful
adoption of SAP IBP.
449 pages, pub. 03/2017

New

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4190

SCM/Logistics

New
701 pages
4th edition
pub. 04/2017

940 pages
2nd edition
pub. 06/2016

Karl Liebstückel

Karl Liebstückel

Plant Maintenance with
SAP: Business User Guide

Configuring SAP Plant
Maintenance

Plant maintenance with SAP Enterprise Asset Management (SAP EAM) is more than just a routine
checkup. Use this must-have guide to structure
your functional locations, capture shift notes and
shift reports, and much more. Dive into the technical underpinning of SAP PM, from material and
plant maintenance assemblies to linear asset management. Discover best practices and real-world
tips make to your SAP PM job easier.

Undertaking an SAP Enterprise Asset Management
(EAM) implementation, upgrade, or optimization
project? Bring your plant maintenance (SAP PM)
system to life with this comprehensive guide.
Learn how to configure SAP PM to support planning, execution, and settlement processes for plant
maintenance measures. Benefit from step-by-step
instructions and best practices to get SAP PM up
and running to your satisfaction.

639 pages
pub. 06/2014

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4310

www.sap-press.com/3487

Jawad Akhtar

Uwe Goehring

Production Planning and
Control with SAP ERP

Materials Planning with SAP

Configure SAP ERP Production Planning (PP) for
discrete, process, and repetitive manufacturing
and then master it! Get information on BOM
status definitions, process message characteristics,
and master data. Dive into PP workflows and use
Process Management, MRP, and more. From S&OP
to the Early Warning System, this book will get
your production process to maximum efficiency!

519 pages
pub. 10/2015

Balance the art and science of materials planning!
Learn how to use SAP ERP to calculate what, when,
and how many items are required for production
with this comprehensive guide. From portfolio
management and policy setting to exception monitoring and inventory optimization, you’ll see the
complete materials planning picture. Move your
materials planning from routine to strategic!
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3745

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4191

431 pages
3rd edition
pub. 10/2015

Jochen Balla, Frank Layer

Sandeep Pradhan

Production Planning with
SAP APO

Demand and Supply
Planning with SAP APO

Immerse yourself in the complex world of Production Planning/Detailed Scheduling with this
comprehensive guide. Discover how to set up the
CIF, transfer master data between SAP APO and
SAP ERP, and customize PP/DS to meet the needs
of your unique business. This one-stop resource
is sure to help you learn everything you need to
know about SAP APO-PP/DS!

Keep up with consumer demand using this guide
to SAP APO! Learn how to use DP and SNP to forecast demand and capture demand patterns
to perform tactical supply planning. Blending bigpicture descriptions with step-by-step instructions,
this book offers information on everything from
implementing SAP APO to using it for interactive,
characteristic-based, and collaborative planning.

831 pages
2nd edition
pub. 04/2016

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3927

www.sap-press.com/4011

www.sap-press.com
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New
approx. 105 pp.
pub. 04/2017

Mrinal K. Roy

Thomas Wright

Introducing Extended
Warehouse Management
with SAP S/4HANA

SAP Integrated Business
Planning

 Explore warehouse management functionality in SAP S/4HANA

 Get an introduction to SAP IBP

 Evaluate functional and IT differences between embedded and decentralized EWM
 Preview your migration to SAP S/4HANA

How Does SAP IBP Fit into SCM Processes?

 Compare SAP IBP to existing planning solutions
115 pages
pub. 04/2016

E-book: $24.99

E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4416

80 pages
pub. 11/2015

www.sap-press.com/4174

Jawad Akhtar

Khaled Dahrog

Configuring Kanban in SAP
ERP MM and PP

Maintenance Planning with
SAP Plant Maintenance

 Employ the Kanban principle for lean
manufacturing

 Get step-by-step instructions for creating and
executing a maintenance strategy

 Configure and personalize the Kanban method in SAP ERP MM and PP

 Use measures and counters to monitor asset
performance

 Replenish using Kanban cards for production,
procurement, and stock transfer

100 pages
pub. 05/2016

 Draw up and modify maintenance schedules
E-book: $14.99

www.sap-press.com/4110

E-book: $14.99

www.sap-press.com/4013

92 pages
pub. 10/2016

 Explore the planning functionality for S&OP,
demand, inventory, and more

Sonal Dhawan

Manu Kohli

SAP SNC for VendorManaged Inventory

Incident Management with
SAP EHS Management

 Explore demand-driven supply with SAP
Supply Network Collaboration

 Learn what’s new for Incident Management
in CE 6.0

 Configure vendor-managed inventory in
Customer Collaboration

 Set up and use Incident Management for
recording, processing, investigating, and
closure

 Follow step-by-step instructions and apply
expert tips for CPG and high-tech industries

132 pages
pub. 11/2015

 Measure performance and report on Incident
Management processes

E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4124

E-book: $19.99

Caetano Almeida

Stefan Sauer

Running MRP on SAP HANA

Shipping with SAP TM

 Optimize performance by running MRP Live

 Learn how SAP TM handles your shipping
processes

www.sap-press.com/3997

 Speed up classic MRP transactions on
SAP HANA

 Configure outbound domestic shipping in
SAP TM

 Explore the MRP Cockpit and the MRP
scenarios available in SAP S/4HANA
87 pages
pub. 04/2016

E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4152

 Extend SAP TM for retail and embedded LSPs
103 pages
pub. 02/2016

E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4079

www.sap-press.com/e-bites
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Financials & Controlling

411 pages
2nd edition
pub. 02/2016

Jens Krüger

Anup Maheshwari

SAP S/4HANA Finance
An Introduction

Implementing SAP S/4HANA
Finance

It’s time you got to know SAP S/4HANA Finance.
Learn what SAP S/4HANA Finance can do, what
it offers your organization, and how it fits into
the SAP S/4HANA landscape. Explore critical SAP
S/4HANA Finance functionality, from cash management to profitability analysis, and consider
your deployment options. Lay the groundwork
for your SAP S/4HANA Finance future!

Get into the nitty-gritty with this guide to your
SAP S/4HANA Finance implementation project.
Migrate your data from SAP ERP Financials to
SAP S/4HANA Finance, and then customize its
key functionality: SAP General Ledger, Asset Accounting, Controlling, and SAP Cash Management.
Join the brave new world of SAP S/4HANA
Finance.

535 pages
pub. 08/2016

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4122

595 pages
pub. 05/2016

www.sap-press.com/4045

David Burns

Narayanan Veeriah

Financial Accounting in SAP:
Business User Guide

Configuring Financial
Accounting in SAP

Need something to coach you through your tasks
and transactions in FI? Look no further! This musthave resource walks you through key activities
in the core areas of FI: the New G/L, A/P, A/R,
AA, Banking, and more. Sharpen your FI skills to
complete your daily work through step-by-step
instructions and detailed screenshots. Find out
how to solve common problems using best work
practices. Soon you’ll be an FI expert!

Are you FI savvy? From intricate system configuration to far-reaching mobile apps, even the
simplest Financial Accounting implementations
are complex. Master the processes, subcomponents, and tools you need to align your FI system
with unique business requirements. Get the tips
and tricks to handle global settings configuration, SAP ERP integration, and General Ledger
use with ease!

907 pages
2nd edition
pub. 11/2014

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3978

www.sap-press.com/3665

»Ace your SAP S/4HANA Finance exam!«
Stefanos Pougkas

SAP S/4HANA Financial Accounting Certification Guide
Application Associate Exam
Preparing for the SAP S/4HANA Finance 1511 or 1610 exam? Make the grade with this certification
study guide. Explore test methodology, key concepts for each topic area, and practice questions
and answers to solidify your knowledge. From the SAP General Ledger to financial close, this guide
will review the key technical and functional knowledge you need to pass with flying colors. Your
path to SAP S/4HANA Finance certification begins here!

Preorder
now!

approx. 500 pp., avail. 07/2017
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4414

www.sap-press.com
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526 pages
pub. 02/2016

Kathrin Schmalzing

Kathrin Schmalzing

Configuring Controlling in
SAP ERP

CO-PA in SAP S/4HANA
Finance

Configure SAP ERP Controlling to reflect each
organization’s unique processes! First create
organizational objects like company codes and
cost centers and assign them to each other. Then
follow step-by-step instructions for managing
master data, planning, reporting, and actual
postings for Cost Element Accounting, Internal
Orders, Profitability Analysis, and more. Take
control of CO!

Preorder
now!
approx. 375 pp.
avail. 10/2017

SAP S/4HANA Finance has transformed the
CO-PA landscape! Learn about the updates and
developments to profitability analysis in SAP
S/4HANA Finance, and then configure your
new system with step-by-step instructions and
screenshots. Start with the basics: master data,
actual value flow, and data enrichment. Then
learn how to migrate your existing SAP ERP data
into SAP S/4HANA Finance. The future of CO-PA
with SAP is here!

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

700 pages
2nd edition
pub. 09/2014

376 pages
pub. 01/2017

www.sap-press.com/3887

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

Janet Salmon

John Jordan

Controlling with SAP:
Practical Guide

Product Cost Controlling
with SAP

Let this user guide to the Controlling module
make your to-do list easier! From transactions to
reporting, learn how to trace every last penny
using the Controlling functions. Manage master
data, set up planning and budgeting work,
conduct actual postings, and execute a proper
period close more efficiently. Get details about
well-known CO capabilities and new technologies integrated with the component.

This comprehensive guide to product cost
controlling begins with a breakdown of how
to manage master data and configure settings
for Controlling in SAP ERP. Next, you learn the
nitty-gritty details of integrated planning, from
creating cost estimates to handling planned
costs, actual costs, and final settlement. Updated
for SAP HANA, current trends, and other new
functionalities!

www.sap-press.com/4383

700 pages
3rd edition
pub. 04/2016

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/3625

www.sap-press.com/3920

Dayakar Domala, Koti Tummuru

Krishnamoorthy, Murray, Reynolds, Teesdale

IFRS 15 and SAP Revenue
Accounting and Reporting

SAP Transaction Codes

The IFRS 15 standard is here—is your company
ready? See how the five-step framework for revenue recognition affects your business processes,
and dive into best practices for implementing and
configuring SAP Revenue Accounting and Reporting. From there, discover how to migrate old
data, process contracts, and produce reports. Don’t
delay: Make sure your business is IFRS-compliant!

From A to Z, or more appropriately, from AB01 to
XK99, this is the SAP transaction code encyclopedia you’ve been waiting for! Learn how to use
more than 3,000 transaction codes with ease
in your daily SAP ERP work, from Financials to
HR. With T-codes categorized by application,
title, and task, this guide will teach you how to
circumvent the menu tree and shortcut your way
through SAP.

Your Quick Reference to Transactions in SAP ERP

648 pages
2nd edition
pub. 03/2016

E-book: $89.99 Print: $99.95 Bundle: $109.99

www.sap-press.com/4206

E-book: $44.99 Print: $49.95 Bundle: $59.99

www.sap-press.com/4070

www.sap-press.com/finance-controlling
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608 pages
pub. 02/2017

Onur Bekmezci

Kumar Srinivasan, Sridhar Srinivasan

Business Planning and
Consolidation with SAP:
Business User Guide

SAP Business Planning and
Consolidation

Calling all SAP BPC users! Learn to handle tricky
financials planning, forecasting, and budgeting
with this book on SAP BusinessObjects Planning
and Consolidation. Step-by-step instructions will
guide you through your daily SAP BPC tasks such
as data consolidation, workflow management,
and report creation. Explore preconfigured
system reports and learn to tailor custom reports.
Use SAP BPC productively!

584 pages
4th edition
pub. 02/2015

Discover best practices for planning, budgeting,
forecasting, and consolidation with this complete
overview of SAP BPC on NetWeaver. Updated
for version 10.1, this fourth edition offers a look
at the basics, from loading and managing data,
to reporting and analysis. Anchored by a simple
case study, you’ll see how to maximize SAP BPC’s
potential to improve your planning processes!
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3770

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4100

842 pages
2nd edition
pub. 12/2014

Peter Jones, Charles Soper

Christian, Iyer, Sudhalkar

Implementing SAP Business
Planning and Consolidation

Implementing SAP Governance, Risk, and Compliance

This SAP BPC implementation guide walks you
through the “how” of configuring the standard
and embedded versions of the application—and
of getting from one to the other. Look beyond
system architecture and into the steps for reporting, data loading, planning, and consolidation.
With key details and instructions, this guide is
your implementation lifeline.

Filled with best practices, case studies, and practical scenarios, this comprehensive guide explores
the core components of the GRC module—Access Control, Process Control, and Risk Management—and their implementation. Written for
today’s busy GRC consultants, project managers,
and analysts, this book explores how to configure and implement the necessary dimensions,
master data, and rules setup for all three core
components.

712 pages
pub. 12/2013

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3711
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3373

New
322 pages
pub. 03/2017

Ringling, Smith, Wittmann

Pankaj Bhalerao, Shraddha Temgire

Concur: Travel and Expense
Management with SAP

Investment Management
with SAP ERP

New York. Tokyo. Dubai. If your business is on
the go, learn how to get the most out of Concur
Travel, Concur Expense, and Concur Request!
Set up this cloud solution to reflect your travel
policies so you can plan trips, settle expenses,
and manage critical approvals. Analyze your T&E
spending with standard and custom reports and
then integrate Concur with SAP solutions and
third-party apps. With this guide, you’ll make
your T&E processes quick and effective!

Preorder
now!
approx. 350 pp.
avail. 06/2017

Looking for a complete guide to Investment
Management? With this e-book, you’ll begin
by configuring master data for investment
programs and appropriation requests in SAP ERP.
Then set up internal orders and work breakdown
structures (WBS) as investment measures. You’ll
learn to create an investment program and to
position and budget for internal orders and
projects. Use standard reports for commitments,
plans, and budgets or build custom reports!

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

E-book: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4262

www.sap-press.com/4450

www.sap-press.com
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Oona Flanagan

Sobana Iyengar

Introducing New
Asset Accounting in
SAP S/4HANA (FI-AA)

Introducing the Material
Ledger in SAP S/4HANA

 Explore new asset accounting (FI-AA) functionality in SAP S/4HANA

New

 Unlock key fixed asset transactions
approx. 110 pp.
pub. 05/2017

 Plan your migration from third-party or SAP
ERP systems

 Explore actual costing and inventory valuation in SAP S/4HANA
 See how the Universal Journal data model
simplification impacts your processes

New
approx. 65 pp.
pub. 05/2017

E-book: $19.99

E-book: $24.99

www.sap-press.com/4424

www.sap-press.com/4415

Dirk Neumann, Lawrence Liang

Ravi Ravipati

Introducing Cash Management in SAP S/4HANA

Introducing Profitability
Analysis in SAP S/4HANA
Finance

 Discover the impact of new SAP S/4HANA
functionality on your cash processes

 Explore the CO-PA functionality native to SAP
S/4HANA Finance

 Explore new tools for bank account management, cash operations, and liquidity management

New
approx. 65 pp.
pub. 05/2017

 Evaluate your deployment options to jumpstart cash management

74 pages
pub. 09/2016

E-book: $19.99

116 pages
pub. 09/2016

 See how SAP S/4HANA enables you to analyze revenue, cost of goods sold, and more
 Evaluate profitability analysis requirements
and see how to configure them

www.sap-press.com/4471

E-book: $19.99

Sharma, Ayuluri, Darla, Kilaru

Janet Salmon

Introducing SAP BPC for SAP
S/4HANA

SAP S/4HANA Finance

 Get a good look at the powerful SAP BPC
functionality in SAP S/4HANA Finance

 Deploy Central Finance to implement SAP
S/4HANA Finance

 See how innovations in budgeting, planning,
forecasting, and consolidation accelerate
your SAP BPC processes

 Harmonize and standardize your financial
data through SAP Landscape Transformation

 Jump-start your project with pre-packaged SAP
BPC content

www.sap-press.com/4220

How Do I Get Started without Migrating?

113 pages
2nd edition
pub. 01/2017

E-book: $19.99

 Walk step by step through the Central Finance process
E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4364

www.sap-press.com/4269
Oona Flanagan

Peter Jones, Charles Soper

Automatic Payment Program
in SAP Accounts Payable

Using Script Logic and FOX
Code in SAP BPC

Running and Troubleshooting

 Move beyond standard models or dimension
logic for planning

 Get step-by-step instructions for executing
payments in the APP
100 pages
pub. 07/2016

 Plan your migration from third-party or SAP
ERP systems

 Handle direct debits and process down
payments
 Troubleshoot and overcome glitches in the APP
E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4189

 Use Script Logic to enhance your standard
SAP BPC implementation
89 pages
pub. 09/2015

 Integrate FOX code with SAP HANA in embedded SAP BPC
E-book: $12.99

www.sap-press.com/3939

HR/Human Resources

Marson, Mazhavanchery, Murray

Amy Grubb, Luke Marson

SAP SuccessFactors
Employee Central

SuccessFactors with
SAP ERP HCM

The Comprehensive Guide

Business Processes and Use

With this guide, move to SAP’s next-generation HR information system! Cement your
foundation in key concepts and configuration.
Then enhance your implementation with
functionalities for position and workforce
management, employee data, reporting, and
more. Finally, discover how to integrate with
external systems. In a cloud-based world, this
new HRIS has it all.

Looking to better your HR workflow? Discover the potential of SAP SuccessFactors, SAP’s
HR cloud solution, with this introductory
guide. Updated and revised, this edition covers new integration packages, additional SAP
HANA Cloud Platform information, details on
the Metadata Framework, and the new Job
Profile Builder.
644 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 11/2014

590 pages, pub. 12/2015

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3702

www.sap-press.com/3834

Kandi, Krishnamoorthy, Leong-Cohen,
Padmanabhan, Reddygari

Integrating SuccessFactors with SAP
Whether you’re making the jump to SAP
SuccessFactors all at once or in parts, explore
your deployment options and how to integrate this cloud-based functionality into your
HR landscape. Learn to apply prepackaged
or planned integration scenarios and walk
through case studies that model the use of
templates and APIs. With SAP SuccessFactors,
the question isn’t what to aim for—it’s how
to get there.
551 pages, pub. 04/2015
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3723

Luke Marson

Venki Krishnamoorthy

SAP SuccessFactors Data
Migration

SAP SuccessFactors
Admin Center

SAP ERP HCM to Employee Central

User Management, Security, and Data
Maintenance

92 pages, pub. 09/2016

102 pages, pub. 09/2016

E-book: $24.99

E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4324

www.sap-press.com/4228

»Implement and use RMK, RCM, and ONB!«
Amy Grubb, Kim Lessley

SAP SuccessFactors Recruiting and Onboarding
The Comprehensive Guide
Get the right people for the job with this comprehensive guide to SAP SuccessFactors Recruiting
Marketing (RMK), Recruiting Management (RCM), and Onboarding (ONB)! Use talent communities and job postings in RMK, identify and evaluate candidates with RCM, onboard employees
with the New Hire Portal in ONB, and more. Integrate with SAP ERP HCM, SAP SuccessFactors
Employee Central, and third-party systems. Expert tips for a successful implementation will have
you recruiting and onboarding with ease!

Preorder
now!

approx. 750 pp., avail. 08/2017
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4290

HR/Human Resources
Ringling, Smith, Wittmann

Concur: Travel and Expense Management with SAP
New York. Tokyo. Dubai. If your business is on the go, learn how to get the most out of Concur
Travel, Concur Expense, and Concur Request! Set up this cloud solution to reflect your travel
policies so you can plan trips, settle expenses, and manage critical approvals. Analyze your T&E
spending with standard and custom reports and then integrate Concur with SAP solutions and
third-party apps. With this guide, you’ll make your T&E processes quick and effective!
322 pages, pub. 03/2017
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

New

www.sap-press.com/4262

»Get the most mileage out of Concur!«

102 pages
pub. 08/2016

Imran Sajid

Soham Ray

The Payroll Control Center
for SAP ERP HCM and SAP
SuccessFactors

Organizational Management in SAP ERP HCM

Payroll woes are over! In this E-Bite, explore the
new Payroll Control Center add-on: what it is and
how it works, all within your system. See how
managers and administrators process payroll
step-by-step in this new interface. Explore cloud
and on-premise rapid deployment options for
both SAP SuccessFactors and SAP ERP HCM.
There’s payroll you know—now learn about the
payroll you need!

473 pages
pub. 08/2016

This book puts Organizational Management
under the microscope. Focus on OM basics like
objects and relationships, and then move on
to advanced tools like Manager Self-Services,
Manager’s Desktop, and the Organization and
Staffing interface. Learn about evaluation paths,
hierarchy reporting, and how you can strengthen the foundation of your HR system through
integration.
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3996

E-book: $19.99

www.sap-press.com/4226

Sanjiv Agarwal

Dirk Liepold, Steve Ritter

Time Management with
SAP ERP HCM

SAP ERP HCM: Technical
Principles and Programming

Business Processes and Configuration

625 pages
pub. 03/2016

The clock is running! This book teaches you how
to set up and use time management functionalities in SAP ERP HCM. Learn to configure work
schedules, time quotas, and time recording
tools. Integrate Time Management with other
SAP modules, and learn tips and tricks from the
experts!
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3991

863 pages
2nd edition
pub. 11/2014

Master the technical aspects of SAP ERP HCM!
Learn the basics of the system’s architecture, and
move to more advanced concepts like authorizations and performance programming. Get familiar with backend concepts and functions, which
are accompanied by guiding screenshots and
instructions. In addition, get the latest updates
for SAP HANA, SAP Fiori, and HR Renewal.
E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3698

www.sap-press.com/human-resources
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CRM/Marketing & Sales

Becker, Herhuth, Hirn

Chudy, Castedo, Lopez

Ricardo Lopez, Ashish Mohapatra

Pricing and the Condition
Technique in SAP ERP

Sales and Distribution in
SAP ERP: Practical Guide

Configuring Sales and
Distribution in SAP ERP

Wrap your head around pricing and the condition technique with this nuts-and-bolts guide!
First become versed in the fundamentals:
condition types, master data settings, and condition lists. Then employ standard configurations, from condition records to pricing in sales
documents. Use function modules, deploy user
exits, and create custom workarounds to pick
the right price for your products!

It’s time to focus on your tasks in SD. In this
book, you’ll find the most common duties
you’ll need to perform in the SD component
explained in a simple manner, with helpful
screenshots and lists of transaction codes
you’ll use. Start the journey with master data
setup, and then move on to explore sales,
shipping, and billing tasks. Push your skills
to new heights by mastering reporting and
financial supply chain activities.

How smoothly does SD data flow in your
system? Learn how to tailor an SAP ERP
Sales and Distribution implementation to
align with organizational processes, from
quotations and sales orders to shipping and
outbound delivery documents. Get configuration guidance for sales, billing and credit
management, distribution, and more. This
second edition teaches the ins and outs of
configuring SD.

E-book: $79.99 Print: $89.95 Bundle: $99.99

520 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 11/2014

526 pages, 2nd edition, pub. 11/2015

www.sap-press.com/4173

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3672

www.sap-press.com/3903

665 pages, pub. 11/2016

Carl Britton Lewis

Chandrakant Agarwal

SAP Business One: Business
User Guide

SAP CRM

688 pages, pub. 12/2016

737 pages, pub. 09/2015

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

E-book: $69.99 Print: $79.95 Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4326

www.sap-press.com/3648

Business Processes and Configuration

»Get to know SAP Hybris!«
Singh, Feurer, Ruebsam

SAP Hybris
Commerce, Marketing, Sales, Service, and Revenue with SAP
Get the big picture on SAP Hybris! Want to learn what’s available—on premise and in the
cloud—and how it fits into your CRM landscape? With this guide, you’ll begin by understanding
the functionality of the five main SAP Hybris solutions: sales, service, commerce, marketing, and
revenue. Then explore reporting and mobility options and see how each product integrates
with existing SAP solutions.
329 pages, pub. 05/2017

New

E-book: $59.99 Print: $69.95 Bundle: $79.99

www.sap-press.com/4394

SAP for Beginners

389 pages
3rd edition
pub. 12/2016

190 pages
pub. 05/2012

Olaf Schulz

Krishnamoorthy, Murray, Reynolds, Teesdale

Using SAP

SAP Transaction Codes

An Introduction for Beginners and
Business Users

Your Quick Reference to Transactions in SAP ERP

Get the detailed steps and screenshots that walk
you through the processes you need to do your
job. Get comfortable with logging on to and
navigating the system, maintaining your data,
creating reports, printing, and so much more.
Whether you’re entering data, automating tasks,
or building your foundational knowledge of the
SAP system, this book has your back.

648 pages
2nd edition
pub. 03/2016

From A to Z, or more appropriately, from AB01 to
XK99, this is the SAP transaction code encyclopedia you’ve been waiting for! Learn how to use
more than 3,000 transaction codes with ease
in your daily SAP ERP work, from Financials to
HR. With T-codes categorized by application,
title, and task, this guide will teach you how to
circumvent the menu tree and shortcut your way
through SAP.

E-book: $24.99 Print: $29.95 Bundle: $39.99

E-book: $44.99 Print: $49.95 Bundle: $59.99

www.sap-press.com/4155

www.sap-press.com/4070

Michael Doane

Michael Doane

The SAP Blue Book

The SAP Green Book

A Concise Business Guide to the World of SAP

A Business Guide for Effectively Managing
the SAP Lifecycle

“SAP is just a piece of software.” If this sounds
familiar, read this book! Learn from bestselling
author Michael Doane what it means to implement SAP, and how SAP will change your business forever. Benefit from his advice on how to
prepare your organization for the transition and
avoid costly misconceptions.

265 pages
pub. 03/2012

System up and running, project complete? Think
twice! Read The SAP Green Book to learn how
to continuously align your business with IT, and
understand how to best benefit from your SAP
implementation. Your guide to a truly successful
and sustainable SAP project—a must-read for all
managers new to SAP!

E-book: $24.99 Print: $29.95 Bundle: $39.99

535 pages
3rd edition
pub. 10/2014

www.sap-press.com/3014

E-book: $24.99 Print: $29.95 Bundle: $39.99

Venki Krishnamoorthy, Alexandra Carvalho

Gerald Sullivan

Discover SAP

The SAP Project

Software can be daunting, but learning about
it doesn’t have to be! Guided by expert SAP
authors, you’ll get a comprehensive overview of
SAP’s enterprise offerings with this book. Whether you’re a decision-maker, consultant, or new
SAP professional, this book paints the picture
of SAP—from a look at its history to each major
solution. Are you wondering how SAP software
actually works, or what advantages it provides?
Real-world examples highlight how different
businesses have benefited from SAP software.
Discover the world of SAP!

www.sap-press.com/2966

More Than a Survival Guide

573 pages
pub. 07/2014

Before your next SAP project journey, consult this
trusty guide. Help your business team prepare
for and participate in the SAP implementation
process. This preview of what to expect, what
questions to ask, and when to take which steps
will teach you to execute planning, go-live, and
post-go-live activities without getting lost.
E-book: $44.99 Print: $49.95 Bundle: $59.99

www.sap-press.com/3501

E-book: $34.99 Print: $39.95 Bundle: $49.99

www.sap-press.com/3586
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